Workshop evaluation
Life-of-Project Environmental Compliance and Environmentally Sound Design and Management
A Middle East Regional Advanced Training Workshop for USAID Staff
Cairo, Egypt  18–21 May 2015
Your frank and honest feedback will help strengthen future trainings and help prioritize ESDM and environmental compliance support to USAID
Programs and Missions in the Middle East and globally. Thank-you for your time!

Learning approach
For each issue, please check the assessment you most agree with
Issue

Assessment

Balance of time in
classroom to time
in field
In the classroom,
balance of
presentations to
exercises, group
work & discussions
Technical level &
pace
Opportunities for
peer exchange &
learning

Comments
A bit more
time in
classroom
needed
A bit more
emphasis on
exercises/
discussions
needed

Much more time
in classroom
needed

Much more
time in field
needed

A bit more
time in field
needed

Much more
emphasis on
presentations
needed

A bit more
emphasis on
presentations
needed

About right

Much too
heavy

A little too
heavy

About right

A bit too light

Much too light

Needed to
hear and learn
much more
directly from
facilitators

Needed to
hear and learn
more directly
from
facilitators

About right

Some more
opportunities
for peer
learning/
exchange are
needed

Many more
opportunities for
peer
learning/exchange
are needed

About right

Much more
emphasis on
exercises/
discussions
needed

Highest/Lowest-rated sessions
Please identify the 1 or 2 sessions that you rate most highly (for content, usefulness, approach or for other reasons). Please also identify the 1 or 2
sessions that you found least engaging/useful/relevant. Please briefly indicate the reasons for your choice. (You may wish to refer to the agenda to
refresh your memory.)
Session
HIGH-RATED
HIGH-RATED
LOW-RATED
LOW-RATED

Comment (Please explain why you made this choice.)

Overall evaluations Please check the assessment
Issue

Assessment
Very poor

you most agree with.
Comments

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Excellent

Technical quality
(Program & Content)
Facilitation
Logistics
Venue
Field
visits

Pre-workshop Knowledge of Env Compliance/ESDM Please circle the characterization you most agree with.
Question
Baseline Knowledge
In light of what you have learned in this workshop, how would you
rate your understanding of ESDM and USAID’s Environmental
Procedures BEFORE this workshop?

Characterization

Comments
Understood
the basics,
lacked some
details

Had a strong
and detailed
understanding

Not at all

Moderately

Strongly

Not at all

Moderately

Strongly

Had poor or
limited
understanding

Impact Please circle the characterization you most agree with.
Knowledge and Skills
To what extent has this workshop increased your knowledge and
skills to address environmental compliance requirements in the
context of your job function/professional responsibilities?
Motivation
To what extent has this workshop increased your motivation to
proactively address environmental compliance and ESDM in the
context of your job function/professional responsibilities?

Key topics not covered
Were there any topics of key important to you that were not
covered/given very limited attention?

Support needs
Are there particular environmental compliance/ESDM support needs or
resources that you require?

Additional comments welcome on any topic.

